


▪Autistic

▪Passionate about ‘not being the exception’

▪Parent,  partner, daughter

▪Senior Autism Adviser for SA

▪Teacher, researcher

▪Author/blogger



▪To wellbeing

▪To growth and learning

▪To positive life outcomes



Resilience is essentially the capacity 
to ‘bounce back’ fairly quickly after 
a difficulty or adverse experience. 
Resilience basically involves 
working through any challenges or 
difficulties encountered in a 
proactive manner that will enable 
you to build confidence and mastery 
in overcoming that difficulty.



Face and overcome 
challenges and 
disappointment.

Tend to be more 
confident and willing to 
take on new activities 
and challenges and less 
anxious about change. 

Enjoy more positive 
personal growth and 
mental health. 

Have higher self-
esteem





▪Resilience is built by successfully 
overcoming challenges 

▪The more challenges we overcome the 
more we believe we can overcome 
challenges (within reason), the more 
resilient we become

▪The more resilient we are, the more 
confident we become

▪The more confident we are, the more 
our anxiety can decrease



Changing stressful situations into positive explorations and 
learning opportunities





▪Think about sensory issues & zone of 
proximal development

▪Think about quantity of food 
presented

▪Play/explore food FIRST

▪ Involve children in food preparation 

▪Have fun when eating – be relaxed, 
enjoy



▪Make sure there are visitors to your 
home from very early childhood

▪Structure ‘coping’ with different 
people into your child’s early years:

▪Reintroduce people each time

▪Leave with a ‘regular trusted adult’ 
for seconds initially

▪As successful build up time



▪Visit new places together when they 
will be least challenging in terms of 
sensory input

▪Travel via different routes to the same 
place

▪Look at and create maps together

▪Build resilience around the built 
environment





▪Children may need to be familiar 
with the concept of children 
before being expected to ‘play’

▪Some children enjoy being 
around others more/less

▪Watch tv/media about children 
together & explain

▪Set up parallel play activities

▪Set up ‘play’ or ‘social time’ 
around your child’s interest 



▪Answer questions honestly

▪Find out what babies are and do (& 
meet some)

▪Prepare to be a big 
sister/brother/sibling

▪Prepare to be responsible

▪Plan for when things are difficult



▪ Go and visit when it is closed to children and take 
photos

▪ Look at the photos together and talk about them

▪ Create a transition book or video

▪ Plan a short visit initially, then extend time and 
‘disappear’ for a few seconds, then minutes.

▪ Always remind your child you are coming back to get 
them (and when)

▪ Celebrate attendance and discuss as if it is a fun place 
to be



Things change, it is ok that things 
change. But autistic children NEED to 
know what is going to happen instead

today, 

Make plans – how can you child signal 
they are distressed/confused/upset?



Love does not mean always saying yes



▪ If you always let your child have what 
they want, when they want it, they will 
not learn how to manage being told 
no.

▪Life is full of no’s

▪ It is ok and indeed good to say no to 
your child in a range of ways:
▪Not yet

▪After you have……

▪NO



Big emotions and autism



▪When you are not in touch with your 
feelings and emotions, you do not ‘feel’ 
them until they are big emotions

▪ If you do not ‘feel’ something, you 
cannot express it or show it….

▪Connecting to yourself, connects you 
to your emotions and helps you learn 
to self-regulate (but you need co-
regulating along the way)



▪Any autistic can live a good 
life – if they are resilient

▪Resilience can be learnt

▪Perfection is over rated 
except in surgeons, engineers 
and pilots (& a few other 
things) 

▪Mistakes really are pathways 
to learning



https://mindfulbodyawareness.com


